Acute hand pain resulting in spontaneous thenar compartment syndrome.
Compartment syndrome is a potentially limb-threatening disease process, leading to decreased tissue perfusion and cellular death [1]. The following presentation is believed to be the first reported case of thenar compartment syndrome, which occurred without an identifiable cause. A 67-year-old male presented with 12 h of left-hand pain, located at the base of the thumb and worsened with movement. Firmness of the thenar eminence, along with pallor, poikilothermia, and paresthesias of the first and second digits lead to the increased suspicion for compartment syndrome. The diagnosis was confirmed and successfully managed in the operating room. While relatively uncommon, clinicians should consider the diagnosis of compartment syndrome of the hand when patients present with acute hand pain. A missed or delayed diagnosis can lead to severe morbidity, which can profoundly affect patients' functional outcomes and quality of life.